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As shown in the paper, we evaluated our approach using the Box and Walk sequences from the HumanEva benchmark [3] and compared the results against Sigal et al.[4], Amin et al. [2] and Belagiannis et al.[1]. Table 4 in the paper, reproduced here as Table 1, summarizes the comparison results. As seen in the table, Amin et al. [2] shows very low average error but we also achieve similar results using our hybrid approach, outperforming the other methods. However, it is also important to consider the motion reconstruction quality over time and not only the average 3D joint position error. In the accompanying video, it is shown that our method presents a better temporal reconstruction when compared to Amin et al. [2]. Our results are more stable, presenting a good temporal coherent reconstruction over time. In constrast, [2] shows a considerable amount of jittering and wrong detections (i.e. jumps) over time.

Figure 1 plots the average 3D joint position error for the Box sequence for both approaches. Note that our approach presents a constant error level, with a lower variance. We believe that part of this error is coming mostly from a different initial joint configuration in our approach, i.e. bone lengths and joint locations. In constrast to Amin et al. [2], we do not train our model on the HumanEva dataset. Figure 2 shows our skeleton and the ground truth joint positions overlaid in the input images for all three camera views for the Box and Walk sequences. Note that for the error calculation we only use the skeleton joints that exist in HumanEva, which is less than the total number of joints our standard skeleton has. In the figure, the red and green joints are our reconstructed joints and the blue and pink joints are the ground truth information. Note that although our joint positions are matching the real underlying human skeleton better, our skeleton configuration (i.e. bone lengths and joint locations) is not the same as in the HumanEva skeleton.

We argue that our increased 3D joint position error value is partly due to the dimensions of our skeleton not matching exactly the dimensions of the HumanEva skeleton, so the error contains a constant offset. Also, please note that the marker positions in HumanEva (on the surface of the actor) are not identical to joint positions (inside the body) which causes an offset anyways. We believe that with this observation and the high temporal stability of our approach, our results are of high quality.

Table 1. Comparison between the average 3D joint position error for the HumanEva Walk and Box sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Walk [cm]</th>
<th>Box [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amin et al. [2]</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigal et al. [4]</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belagiannis et al. [1]</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2. Differences between our initial skeleton configuration and the HumanEva skeleton configuration (our ground truth) - Box (left column) and Walk (right column) sequences - can cause an increase in our 3D average joint position error. In the figures, the red and green joints are our reconstructions and the blue and pink joints are the ground truth positions.
